Webb Nets 731 for Friday’s Mini High

Bill Webb, Enfield, Connecticut, one of the ‘Goodpayer Guys’, rolled great games of 236, 238 and 257 to lead all scoring Friday with a terrific 731. Bill bowls in the 35 and under group, and shot his score in the noon squad.

Two players in the 35 and under group shot 707 Friday. They were Marvin Hale, Discovery Bay, California and Floyd Raymond, Gaylord, Michigan, both in the 10 am squad.

In the Open division, Jason Belmonte, Orange, Australia led the day with a 699 in the noon squad.

In the 36-49 group, Steve DeFazio, Owingsville, Kentucky rolled a 606, and one pin back at 2 pm was Taron Prakash, San Bruno, California with 605. The senior leader on Friday was coach Jeanette Robinson’s favorite student Jim Slaughter, Las Vegas. Jim rolled 695 in the 2 pm squad.
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Dr. Dean Chavers, Albuquerque, New Mexico had a 669 in the 10 am squad, and another Las Vegan, Hal Wilber, shot 633 at noon.

In the 36-49 group, Ron Schloss, Mesa, Arizona rolled a big 718 at noon. The 2 pm tops was Ken Delorio, Artesia, California. Ken rolled 670. At 10 am, sweeper champion Don Fowler shot 650.
For many years, Brunswick has been the presenting sponsor of the Mini Eliminators, and they just keep getting better and better. From the drilling and surfacing room to the practice range, to their sponsorship of the incredible Brunswick Shootout, there is no better sponsor of any event in bowling.

Brunswick not only provides the best bowling products to Mini Eliminator players, they provide the best service and expert ball and equipment technicians. Ron Bragg and his crew of Brunswick Tech Reps are simply the best - no question about it. And the lane conditions this week have been very fair and consistent - provided by the all new Brunswick Authority 22 lane oiling machine.

Why do bowlers keep coming back to the Mini Eliminator year after year? Brunswick is one of the biggest reasons, and the entire Mini and Orleans staff is grateful for their great work in this event. Great job, Brunswick!